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Background & Objectives

• Mammoth Lakes Tourism (MLT) conducts research to track the impact of its seasonal marketing 
investments on visitation to the destination and visitor spending. This year, MLT scaled back its ad 
investment in the California and Nevada market group, to enable expansion of its investment in 
Denver and a debut in the Northeast.

• This wave of research measured the following for the Fiscal Year 2019/20 Winter campaign:
• Awareness, favorability, perceptions of the destination, and trip motivators in existing 

California and Nevada markets 
• Second year performance in the Denver market
• Reach and impact of an initial wave of advertising in the Northeastern United States (NYC 

and Boston DMAs). This market area was selected to support existing air service routes and 
to generate out of state visitation. 
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• As in prior research, respondents were screened to be at least 18 years old, travelers, and travel decision makers for their households. 
Travelers were also screened to be outdoor travelers (travelers who enjoy active or passive outdoor activities and/or being outdoors in 
nature), which represents 71% of the traveling populations in the markets surveyed. This population is used as the base in this reporting.

• Data was collected from March 2-7 in the Northeast and from April 20-24 in California, Nevada, and Denver. 

• Typically, a fiscal year-end ROI wave would be conducted to measure overlapping awareness of seasonal campaigns and the impact on 
travel, as well as to gather data on more trips. However, with the interruption to visitation and funding due to the Coronavirus pandemic, 
the ROI wave is unlikely to happen. The task of this research then is to measure the reach and impact of the destination’s advertising up to 
the time of Mammoth Lakes’ closure to visitors in mid-March. 

MLT FY ad 
investment 2018-19 2019-20

CA+NV $863,733 $696,378

Denver $64,938 $243,286

Northeast $245,820

TOTAL $928,671 $1,185,484



COVID-19 
(Coronavirus) 

Considerations

• The COVID-19 virus, also known as the Coronavirus, began to make headlines in January 2020, when 
China began reporting infections and deaths. By the end of January, the virus had spread to many 
countries, including the U.S. 

• By March, the virus dominated the new cycle, as it disrupted life and caused the stock market to 
plummet. In mid-March, California and many other U.S. locations announced broad social distancing 
measures. On March 18, Mammoth Lakes Tourism posts to Instagram: “We’re asking anyone who is not 
a primary resident of Mammoth Lakes or providing essential services to our residents NOT to visit 
Mammoth Lakes for the time being. The reason is simple: as a small, remote mountain community our 
healthcare facilities lack the capacity to handle a widespread outbreak of COVID-19… This is a hard 
message for us to send, as we know how many of you cherish Mammoth Lakes and the wilderness that 
surrounds it, but we ask you to respect our community and this request to stay home for now. If we all 
work together to do the right thing during this public health crisis, we’ll all be able to enjoy the 
Mammoth Lakes area in a responsible and respectful way sooner rather than later.”

• By early April, many states announced schools would remain closed for the rest of the academic year. By 
month’s end, there were more than a million confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the U.S. There also were 
protests around the country by those who feel the public health precautions were an overreaction. There 
was significant tension between pandemic safety measures and economic stimulus measures. 

• In early May, some states published multi-stage plans for re-opening community businesses; there was 
no federal plan to reopen the country as a whole and efforts were regional or state-specific. Some 
municipalities tried to fight Gov. Gavin Newsom’s order to close area beaches.

• These events took a toll on U.S. leisure travel. This Mammoth Lakes Tourism winter ad effectiveness 
research fielded in late April. During this time we did not see any drop in consumer willingness to take a 
survey. Consumer sentiment regarding travel did change, as many people canceled or postponed leisure 
trips. But given the fact that this research is mostly backward-looking we are confident that we have 
collected representative and meaningful data. Backward-looking means that the key data inputs concern 
past behavior such as exposure to ads and leisure travel during 2019 and pre-closures in early 2020. 
There are some measures that could be susceptible to bias such as destination perceptions and ad 
ratings – but competitively everyone is on the same playing field. So it is important to keep the situation 
in mind when interpreting certain research results. Finally, Coronavirus-specific questions were added to 
the survey to use as a diagnostic tool for any changes that we see.



Campaign Overview
• The “No Small Adventure” Campaign is a multi-year, multi-season brand campaign. The 

look of the seasonal display and video ads is consistent with creative that has run for 
several years. The research looks at reach and impact of individual winter executions, 
within the context of the larger campaign.

• The research tested Winter 2019-20 seasonal ads:
Ø Brand and social videos
Ø General winter seasonal assets
Ø Winter air service assets

• Winter ads began in Denver and the Northeast in late September, in California and 
Nevada in late October. Ads ran through mid-February as scheduled in the Northeast and 
were pulled from remaining markets on March 15, 2020 due to COVID-19. 

• Winter spending in California and Nevada totaled $696,378 (down 19% YOY). The 
decrease in spending is attributed to the strategic decision to scale back ad investment
in mature, near markets to begin/increase ad investment in Denver and the Northeast 
to increase visitation through Denver flight service.

• MLT began advertising in Denver last winter; this year nearly 4 times as much was 
invested in this market. 

• This is the first year that MLT ran paid advertising in the Northeast. 
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Executive Summary – Insights
• As communities discuss strategies to re-open and consumers begin to travel, Mammoth Lakes is uniquely positioned to take advantage of pent-up leisure travel 

demand. SMARInsights’ research has shown that drive trips to destinations featuring outdoor activities are where consumers intend to begin. Mammoth Lakes’ 
drive visitors from in-state are likely to be the first to return, with the array of year-round outdoor assets likely to draw people looking to get away from crowds and 
enjoy a new environment for a time. 

• The recent winter ads are among the highest rated MLT has produced, so updating this creative with relevant messaging when the time is right for visitors to return 
is likely to generate a positive response. 

• While the pandemic closures did cut into the winter season, the ads positively impacted visitation leading up to the March closures. Of those who canceled their 
Mammoth Lakes trips, the canceled trips were clustered early in the year, with some extending into early summer, reflecting uncertainty about when the 
destination will re-open. 

• It is notable as well that, despite early snowfall, Mammoth Lakes did not get snow from early December through when the destination closed due to the pandemic. 
This certainly impacted visitation, as other western states did get snow during this period. 

EXISTING MARKETS: CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA 

• Awareness of the winter campaign was 33%, down 23% YOY due in large part to a 19% reduction in spending (in CA & NV).

• The ads receive high ratings – in the top 1% of ads SMARInsights has tested – for communicating an awe-inspiring winter experience and Mammoth Lakes’ unique 
winter assets and pillars. 

• The ads generated visit interest and winter visitation. 
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Executive Summary – Insights
GROWTH MARKET: DENVER

• Awareness of the winter campaign is at 27%, up nearly a third from last year’s debut. This is attributable to an increase in spending, as well as continuation of the 
campaign.

• The ads positively impact perceptions of Mammoth Lakes as well as likelihood to visit. 

• Relative to the competitive set, however, Mammoth Lakes remains fairly low in terms of recent visitation and likelihood to visit among Denver travelers. 

NEW MARKET: NORTHEAST

• Awareness of the debut campaign in this market is at 32%. With less than $300,000 invested, this means a very efficient campaign at less than half what it costs 
most destination marketing campaigns to reach each ad-aware traveler.

• As in the other markets, the ads receive very strong ratings, indicating messaging that is relevant to the target audience. 

• The ads boosted image evaluations of Mammoth Lakes, particularly in terms of how easy it is to get there and its value and increase likelihood to visit and Net 
Promoter Score.

• There is much opportunity for Mammoth Lakes to build market share, as the Northeast markets have higher awareness of closer-in winter destinations, Colorado, 
and Canada. 
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Executive Summary – CA + NV vs. SMARInsights Benchmarks
• MLT’s campaign continues to surpass industry benchmarks in the California and Nevada markets. 

• A decline in winter spending, on the heels of lower summer and fall spending, led to lower awareness and a less efficient campaign year-over-year. But compared 
to average DMO campaign spending, MLT’s winter campaign remains more efficient.

CALIFORNIA + NEVADA MARKETS Winter 2018-19 Winter 2019-20 Benchmark

Awareness 43% overall
59% among snow travelers

33% overall
40% among snow travelers

n/a*

Cost per aware household $0.26 $0.27 $0.32

Ad impact on Net Promoter Score 50-point lift 35-point lift

The ads communicate that Mammoth Lakes offers an awe-
inspiring winter experience 

4.1 overall
4.2 among snow travelers

4.4 overall
4.5 among snow travelers Top 10%: 4.0

The ads showcase Mammoth Lakes as a great place to enjoy the 
outdoors and nature in winter 

4.2 overall
4.3 among snow travelers

4.5 overall
4.6 among snow travelers Top 10%: 4.0

The ads make me interested in visiting Mammoth Lakes in the 
winter 

3.5 overall
4.0 among snow travelers

4.0 overall
4.4 among snow travelers Top 10%: 4.0

The ads make me want to visit Mammoth Lakes for a leisure trip 3.8 overall
4.1 among snow travelers

4.2 overall
4.4 among snow travelers Top 10%: 4.0

* With a 19% decrease in budget, current baseline awareness decreases and a new benchmark for success must be established against the lower spend level 
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Executive Summary – Denver
• Awareness grew from the first year of winter advertising in Denver, where there is more opportunity to generate reach and visit interest long term.

• MLT’s 2019-20 winter campaign outperformed baseline measures for awareness and ad strength, but not for efficiency of the campaign. 

DENVER MARKET Winter 2018-19 Winter 2019-20 

Awareness 21% overall
24% among snow travelers

27% overall
31% among snow travelers

Cost per aware household $0.26 $0.75

Ad impact on Net Promoter Score 23-point lift 36-point lift

The ads communicate that Mammoth Lakes offers an awe-
inspiring winter experience 

4.0 overall
4.2 among snow travelers

4.2 overall
4.3 among snow travelers

The ads showcase Mammoth Lakes as a great place to 
enjoy the outdoors and nature in winter 

4.2 overall
4.3 among snow travelers

4.3 overall
4.5 among snow travelers

The ads make me interested in visiting Mammoth Lakes in 
the winter 

3.3 overall
3.6 among snow travelers

3.4 overall
3.8 among snow travelers

The ads make me want to visit Mammoth Lakes for a leisure 
trip

3.6 overall
3.9 among snow travelers

3.5 overall
3.9 among snow travelers
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Executive Summary – Northeast Market

• MLT debuted its winter campaign in the New York City and Boston DMAs, where the large population and flight access create a good target. 

• The following performance indicators are a baseline for future measures. This campaign was more efficient than $0.32-per-aware-household average.
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NORTHEAST MARKET FY2018-19 

Awareness 19% overall; 41% among snow travelers

Cost per Aware Household $0.11

Ad impact on Net Promoter Score (NPS) 64-point lift

Ad impact on Likelihood to visit Mammoth Lakes 20-point lift

The ads show that Mammoth Lakes is an outdoor playground 4.4

The ads communicate that Mammoth Lakes is a destination for outdoor 
adventurers 4.4

The ads communicate that Mammoth Lakes is majestic in scale and 
awesome in its natural beauty 4.4

The ads make me want to visit Mammoth Lakes for a leisure trip 3.9
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CA + NV: 
Competitive 
Landscape, 

Awareness + 
Efficiency

Mammoth Lakes Winter 
2019-20 Ad Effectiveness 
Research
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In California and Nevada, Lake Tahoe continues to hold the 
lead in terms of past and intended visitation; Mammoth Lakes 
and Bear Mountain are a fairly close second. 
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53%

44%
38%

31% 31%
25% 24% 24% 23%

17% 17%

Lake Tahoe
destination

Mammoth Lakes,
CA

Bear Mountain, CA Utah Colorado resort
destination

Park City, UT European resort Wyoming/
Montana resort

destination

Canadian resort Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/ Solitude,

Utah

Taos, NM

Likelihood to consider visiting these destinations (CA+NV)

35%

19% 18%
12%

8% 7% 6% 5% 4% 2% 2%

Lake Tahoe
destination

Bear Mountain, CA Mammoth Lakes,
CA

Utah Colorado resort
destination

European resort Park City, UT Canadian resort Wyoming/
Montana resort

destination

Taos, NM Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/ Solitude,

Utah

Visited in the past 2 years (CA+NV)
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There was low snowfall in Mammoth Lakes after early December relative to the rest of the west. After Thanksgiving, the next significant snowfall did not come until March 15, when pandemic closures were beginning.



Winter advertising reached a third of outdoor travelers 
in the California and Nevada markets.
• Campaign awareness reached 33% (2.6 million households), down 23% YOY due in large part to 19% reduction in spending to allow for 

winter investment in Denver and the Northeast flight markets.
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26% 28% 33% 38% 43% 33%

$325,432
$368,808 $541,454

$940,833
$863,733

$696,378

FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20

Year-Over-Year Winter Spend + Reach (CA+NV)

Awareness Media Spending



MLT plan shifts worked to target a more qualified visitor while 
remaining below CPAH.
• While awareness has declined, the campaign remains more efficient than average, costing MLT just $0.27 per aware household, compared 

to $0.32 for the average DMO campaign. 

• With less budget, it was understood awareness would drop. Therefore, MLT efforts for CA/NV needed to reach the most qualified audience. 
To do so, HHI was increased and an outdoor qualifier was added. 

CA+NV Winter 
2015-16

Winter 
2016-17

Winter 
2017-18

Winter 
2018-19

Winter 
2019-20 % chg.

Total households 7,476,644 7,476,644 7,610,828 7,873,775 7,878,069 

Total awareness 28% 33% 38% 43% 33% -23%

Aware HH 2,093,460 2,481,082 2,911,976 3,376,452 2,618,265 -22%

Media spend $368,808 $541,454 $940,833 $863,733 $696,378 -19%

Cost per aware 
household (CPAH) $0.18 $0.22 $0.32 $0.26 $0.27 +4%

Benchmark 
CPAH*: 
$0.32

*Benchmark for CVB spot-market campaigns that do not include broadcast TV. 
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CA+NV:
Brand 

Communication

Mammoth Lakes Winter 
2019-20 Ad Effectiveness 
Research
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Message communication 
is even stronger than in 
years past in the California 
and Nevada markets.
• The ads receive top 1% ratings for communicating key 

messaging and top 10% for generating visit interest.

• This winter’s ads receive higher ratings than the prior 
two winter campaigns. 

Creative rating benchmarks based on all domestic destination advertising SMARInsights 
has tested; over 100,000 cases from over 100 leisure ad campaigns including destinations 
such as Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. Shown are mean scores on a 5-point scale 
where 1=not at all and 5=very much. 
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In 2017-18, was “…epic winter experience”.

4.0

3.8

4.2

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

These ads make me want to visit Mammoth Lakes for a leisure trip

4.3
4.2

4.5

2.5 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.0

Winter 2017-18
Winter 2018-19
Winter 2019-20

Showcase Mammoth Lakes as a great place to enjoy the outdoors 
and nature in winter

Weakness
(bottom 15%)

Average Good
(top 25%)

Excellent
(top 10%)

Awesome
(top 1%)

4.3

4.1

4.4

2.5 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.0

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

Communicate that Mammoth Lakes offers an awe-inspiring winter 
experience

3.7

3.5

4.0

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

Make me interested in visiting Mammoth Lakes in the winter



Winter ads generate ‘awesome’ ratings for communicating 
MLT’s pillar assets among travelers in California and Nevada.
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Creative rating benchmarks based on all domestic destination advertising SMARInsights has tested; over 100,000 cases from over 100 leisure ad campaigns 
including destinations such as Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. Shown are mean scores on a 5-point scale where 1=not at all and 5=very much.
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4.3

4.5

4.5

4.5

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

…show that Mammoth Lakes offers an abundance of diverse terrain and activities

…communicate that Mammoth Lakes is majestic in scale and awesome in its natural 
beauty

…communicate that Mammoth Lakes is a destination for outdoor adventurers

…show that Mammoth Lakes is an outdoor playground

These winter ads…

Ratings Weakness
(bottom 15%)

Average Good
(top 25%)

Excellent
(top 10%)

Awesome
(top 1%)



CA+NV: 
Impact of the 

Advertising

Mammoth Lakes Winter 
2019-20 Ad Effectiveness 
Research
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Ads increase positive sentiment among aware 
travelers in California and Nevada.

• Those aware of MLT advertising showed higher 
agreement with key brand pillar statements with 
compared to those unaware.

• There is still opportunity to educate CA/NV on the 
diversity of terrain and year-round activities 
Mammoth Lakes has to offer. 
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63%

63%

67%

65%

69%

73%

77%

75%

76%

81%

82%

84%

86%

87%

Offers an abundance of year-round activities
right outside your door

Has an abundance of diverse terrain

Offers an extraordinary sense of awe and
feeling of exhilaration

Has an otherworldly natural landscape

Is an authentic outdoor playground

Is majestic in scale and awesome in its natural
beauty

Is a destination for outdoor adventurers

Top 2 Box agreement that Mammoth Lakes... Aware

Unaware



Ads generate likelihood to visit Mammoth Lakes.

• The ads continue to boost likelihood to visit. This year, likelihood to visit among those aware of the advertising is just over 
50%, the highest likelihood measured to date. 

• Based on timing of this survey in market, the increase in unaware likelihood to visit is in line with current trends related to 
COVID-19, with consumers showing greater affinity to visit mountain destinations/outdoors when travel resumes.
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25%
19%

41%

49% 46%
51%

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

Likelihood to visit, year over year (CA+NV)

Unaware Aware



Ads motivate MLT website research 
and use of the visitor guide.
• The MLT website and social media (paid and organic) remain 

the top resources for planning a trip, just behind friends & 
family.

• Airline ads grew as a trip planning tool, with 10% of aware 
audiences using these as a resource.
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0%

3%

0%

11%

5%

5%

14%

16%

5%

14%

16%

30%

14%

43%

32%

46%

3%

8%

10%

10%

10%

10%

12%

13%

17%

22%

25%

25%

25%

28%

38%

52%

Trade show

Guide books

Travel agent

Ski-snowboard website

Airline ad

Advertisements

Magazine and newspaper articles

Other destination website

Travel blog

Travel guide, visitor planning guide

Online traveler reviews

Travel advice websites

Video platform

Social media

www.visitmammoth.com

Family or friends

Resources used to plan Mammoth Lakes trips

Aware Unaware
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Year over year results are directional only, due to sample sizes. 
Not all resources asked this winter were asked last year.

26%
23%

13%

8%

0%

28%
25%

22%

10% 10%

Social media Travel advice
websites

Travel guide Advertisements Airline ad

Usage among ad-aware visitors YOY

Winter 2018-19 Winter 2019-20



Ad Impact on Net Promoter Score – All Travelers
• The ads generate a 35-point increase in the Mammoth Lakes NPS from travelers in California and Nevada. 

• For context: in early 2015, when MLT’s ads had been running for about a year in these same markets, the unaware NPS there was -43 and 
the ads boosted it 46 points. 

NPS

21

-14

How likely are you to recommend Mammoth Lakes to your friends or family as a destination to visit for a leisure trip? 
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37

20

41

38

23

42

Unaware

Aware

Net Promoter Score Detractors Passives Promoters



Ads are associated with higher winter visitation.

• The campaign generated winter visits. The 10-point boost illustrates continued growth in ad-influenced winter visitation.
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3% 3%
2%

3%

9%

11%

9%

13%

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

Winter Visits by Ad Awareness

Unaware Aware
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New Market:
Denver

Mammoth Lakes Winter 
2019-20 Ad Effectiveness 
Research
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Background & Objectives

• Denver adverting support began in Winter 2018-19 with the addition of Denver flight service via United Airlines. The advertising
budget came in just under $65K and focused on point of sale air service placements. 

• This year marked the second year of advertising efforts in the Denver market, with the strategic decision to move CA/NV Winter 
funds to support growing destination awareness in Denver, as well as continue to support point of sale air service placements, with 
the objective to continue to grow the Denver market via flight service. 
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Colorado leads recent visitation and likelihood to consider a 
visit among Denver travelers. Utah, Wyoming, Montana, and 
New Mexico lead the second tier of destinations. 

25

62%

33% 32%
26% 23% 20% 19% 19% 17% 17% 16%

Colorado resort
destination

Wyoming/ Montana
resort destination

Utah Taos, NM Lake Tahoe
destination

European resort Park City, UT Mammoth Lakes,
CA

Canadian resort Bear Mountain, CA Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/ Solitude,

Utah

Likelihood to consider visiting these destinations (Denver)

69%

19% 13% 11% 7% 4% 4% 3% 2% 1% 1%

Colorado resort
destination

Utah Taos, NM Wyoming/ Montana
resort destination

European resort Park City, UT Lake Tahoe
destination

Mammoth Lakes,
CA

Bear Mountain, CA Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/ Solitude,

Utah

Canadian resort

Visited in the past 2 years (Denver)
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Likelihood to consider visiting Mammoth 
Lakes is up from 15% in winter 2018-19.

There was low snowfall in Mammoth Lakes after early December relative to the rest of the west. After Thanksgiving, the next significant snowfall did not come until March 15, when pandemic closures were beginning.



Awareness + Efficiency
• Winter ads reached 27% of the Denver market, which represents growth from the 

debut campaign. However, this increase cost four times as much as the initial ad 
investment, leading to a significantly less efficient campaign. 

• Some of this could be weather-related, as Denver itself is a winter snow-sport 
destination. Further, snow came late this spring, after destinations had begun to 
close due to the Coronavirus. Ad recall could have been eclipsed by those issues. 

Denver winter 2018-19 2019-20

Ad spending $64,938 $243,286

Total HH 1,157,570 1,173,874 

Awareness 21% 27%

Aware HH 248,878 322,359 

CPAH $0.26 $0.75
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Brand Communication
• The creative receives excellent ratings among Denver consumers for communicating that Mammoth Lakes is a great place to enjoy

the outdoors and nature in winter, and that it offers an awe-inspiring winter experience. 

• These ratings are stronger this year than last, pointing to success of expanded campaign efforts. 
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Brand Communication
• The Winter 2019-20 ads continue to build interest in a winter visit among Denver travelers.
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Impact of the Advertising
• The strongest association is with Mammoth Lakes as a destination 

for outdoor adventurers, and this is true of both unaware and 
aware consumers. 

• Among the outdoor assets, Mammoth Lakes is set apart by its 
diverse terrain and otherworldly natural landscape. This is 
important since Denver travelers are close to other places that 
have year-round outdoor assets. 

• Continuing to feature topography that is not available elsewhere 
could be an effective strategy for the Denver market.

49%

47%

40%

46%

50%

54%

61%

53%

53%

57%

58%

60%

62%

79%

Offers an abundance of year-round
activities right outside your door

Offers an extraordinary sense of awe
and feeling of exhilaration

Has an otherworldly natural
landscape

Has an abundance of diverse terrain

Is an authentic outdoor playground

Is majestic in scale and awesome in
its natural beauty

Is a destination for outdoor
adventurers

Top 2 box agreement that Mammoth Lakes...
Aware

Unaware
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Denver Messaging
• The shift to more direct ski messaging resonated well with the Denver market and improved the overall communication 

performance YOY.

• Expanding video content was well-received by Denver consumers, allowing them to see more of the destination and its diverse 
terrain. 
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Winter 2018-19 messaging Winter 2019-20 messaging

Fly to Mammoth Lakes from $79 one way Fly nonstop to Mammoth Lakes

Get to the slopes quicker Sunny skies & bluebird rides! Fly to Mammoth Lakes with daily 
nonstop flights from DEN.

It’s snowing in Mammoth Lakes Fly to Mammoth Lakes this season and spend more of your 
vacation on vacation. Great fares and better connections!

This is where family vacations are transformed into the stuff of 
legends

United Mammoth EARLY WINTER FARE SALE! Fly nonstop from 
DIA to Mammoth Lakes. Don’t scroll past this deal.

Step out of line and off the beaten path. Mammoth Lakes is 
where winter goes to…

Mammoth Lakes is the ultimate California adventure – majestic 
natural beauty and a laid-back skiing & snowboarding vibe.

Explore Mammoth Lakes and turn your winter vacation into a 
legendary…

Check a new experience off your bucket list – Mammoth Lakes 
has 3,500 acres of skiable terrain & thrills of all sizes.

There are a million ways to explore Mammoth Lakes but you’ll 
have to see it…

Mammoth Lakes is extraordinary, exciting and exceptional. 
Welcome to where “wow” is a world of its own.

In Mammoth Lakes, the best of winter and summer is a new 
season called swinter. 

Step into the unbelievable.



Impact of the Advertising

• The unaware level of likelihood to visit Mammoth Lakes in 
the coming year reflects the uninfluenced response of the 
Denver market. Year-over-year, the unaware level of 
intended visitation is similar. 

• Among ad-aware Denver consumers, the shares of visit 
intent are much higher. A muted level of those already 
planning a trip could be attributable to the current travel 
restrictions. 

• But overall, this result points to the advertising working to 
build interest among travelers in this market. 

1% 4% 0% 2%5%

19%

10%

23%

33%

35%

38%

45%

36%

31%
36%

19%

25%
12% 16% 11%

Unaware Aware Unaware Aware

2018-19 2019-20

Likelihood to visit Mammoth Lakes in the next year (Denver)

Not at all likely

Not very likely

Somewhat likely

Very likely

Already planning a trip
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Ad Impact on Net Promoter Score – All Travelers
• The ads generate a 36-point increase in the Mammoth Lakes NPS from Denvertravelers. 

• For context: in early 2015, when MLT’s ads had been running for about a year in the California and Nevada markets, the unaware NPS there 
was -43 and the ads boosted it 46 points. 

NPS

-32

-68

How likely are you to recommend Mammoth Lakes to your friends or family as a destination to visit for a leisure trip? 
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72

42

24

49

4

9

Unaware

Aware

Net Promoter Score Detractors Passives Promoters
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Top-Of-Mind Mentions (Mindshare)
• Prior to exposure to any advertising, outdoor travelers were asked, “If you were thinking about taking a winter/snow leisure trip to a place within the United States 

with mountains, lakes and an abundance of outdoor activities, where would you go?” 

• The results below show that more than a quarter of respondents named Colorado. However, over half of respondents named a northeastern state – Vermont, New 
Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, and/or Maine. MLT’s chief competitors in the northeast are the more proximate ski and snow-sport locales. 

• Tahoe got the most mentions of any California destination and is still below 3%. Fewer than 1% mentioned the state of California or other California destinations. It 
is notable that the respondents that mentioned Mammoth Lakes at this point in the survey were aware of the advertising. No respondents unaware of MLT’s 
advertising mentioned Mammoth Lakes.

• Mindshare is a slow-moving metric that should be monitored over time. As advertising continues in this market, we would expect to see Mammoth Lakes begin to 
be mentioned here more. 

With the exception of Tahoe, California, and Mammoth Lakes, state responses include mentions of the state as well as specific resort areas. These are coded responses to an open-ended question, and responses 
representing 2% or more of total answers are coded.

27.5%

18.2% 17.2%

7.1% 7.0% 6.6% 5.2% 3.9% 2.6% 1.0% 0.6% 0.3%

Colorado Vermont New
Hampshire

New York Pennsylvania Maine Utah Alaska Tahoe Canada California Mammoth
Lakes

Northeast mindshare for winter snow leisure travel

56.0%
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Competitive Landscape – Top-of-Mind Awareness

• Respondent ratings of these destinations reflect higher familiarity and experience with the Northeast, followed by Colorado, just as we saw with top-of-mind 
mentions. However, it’s also noteworthy that Tahoe is well regarded in this market as well; so we know a California destination can make inroads. 

• About a third of those familiar enough to rate Mammoth Lakes gave it a rating of 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale. But 60% of respondents said they didn’t know enough 
about Mammoth Lakes to rate it. So at this point, the chief barrier is a lack of awareness.  

77%
65%

54% 54%
46% 43% 45%

33% 32% 29%

Vermont/ New
Hampshire/

Maine resort

Colorado resort
destination

Lake Tahoe
destination

Canadian resort Park City, UT Wyoming/
Montana resort

destination

European resort Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/

Solitude, UT

Mammoth Lakes,
CA

Taos, NM

How would you rate each of these destinations as a place to visit for a winter/snow leisure trip? 
(Top 2 box ratings on 5-pt scale)

These results are of all travelers, not just snow travelers.

Tahoe’s strong position could be a result of being part of the Epic Pass (Heavenly Kirkwood and Northstar) since 2009 and before that part of the American Pass  
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Competitive Landscape – Past Visitation
• Half of respondents had not visited any of the destinations for a winter/snow leisure trip in the past 3 years, and this underscores the difference between general travelers and 

snow travelers.

• Snow travelers are defined as having taken a vacation that included snow-sporting or just enjoying winter scenery. Just under half of respondents (44%) are snow travelers.

• Snow travelers have visited all the destinations more frequently than travelers overall have, including Mammoth Lakes.

• Overall, and among snow travelers, recent visitation was most common to Northeast resorts, followed by Colorado. Again, though, Tahoe is among the top destinations, so there 
could be opportunity for Mammoth Lakes as well. This again underscores that local snow destinations are the chief competitor, and that familiarity and experience are MLT’s 
main barriers.

50%

38%

11%
7% 7% 5% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1%

15%

65%

23%
13% 13% 9%

5% 5% 3% 4% 2%

None of these Vermont/ New
Hampshire/

Maine resort

Colorado resort
destination

Lake Tahoe
destination

Canadian resort Park City, UT Mammoth
Lakes, CA

European
resort

Wyoming/
Montana resort

destination

Alta/ Snowbird/
Brighton/

Solitude, UT

Taos, NM

Visited in the past 3 years for a winter/snow leisure trip

All Snow ppl

Tahoe’s strong position could be a result of being part of the Epic Pass (Heavenly Kirkwood and Northstar) since 2009 and before that part of the American Pass  
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Advertising Awareness + Efficiency
• MLT’s advertising campaign was aimed at introducing the destination to 

the Northeast market. And the first measure of effectiveness is reach –
the share of households that recall seeing MLT ads. 

• Overall, one third of outdoor traveler households (32%) in the Northeast 
market recall MLT’s winter advertising. 

• With under $300,000 in media investment in this market area, it cost 
MLT $0.11 to reach an ad-aware household. 

• The average cost to reach an aware household with destination 
marketing ads is $0.32, so MLT’s Northeast campaign is much more 
efficient than average.

Northeast 
winter 2019-20

Ad spending $245,820 

HH 6,938,731 

Awareness 32%

Aware HH 2,215,402 

CPAH $0.11
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Brand Communication
• Ratings of the ads are excellent for 

communicating Mammoth Lakes’ outdoor 
assets to travelers in the Northeast market. 
These ratings are among the strongest 
destination marketing campaigns 
SMARInsights has tested. 

• Among snow travelers, these ratings are 
even higher at 4.5 for each of the 
attributes shown.

• These attributes are communication ratings, 
which reflect how well the ads 
communicate key messaging. We will see 
impact ratings next. Communication ratings 
influence perceptions, while impact ratings 
influence trip-planning behaviors. 4.40

4.40

4.42

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

Communicate that Mammoth Lakes is majestic in scale and
awesome in its natural beauty

Communicate that Mammoth Lakes is a destination for
outdoor adventurers

Show that Mammoth Lakes is an outdoor playground

These ads...

Weakness
(bottom 15%)

Average Good
(top 25%)

Excellent
(top 10%)
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Brand Communication
• Northeast travelers also give MLT’s winter 

campaign excellent ratings for generating interest 
in a visit. Among snow travelers, the rating is even 
higher at 4.2. 

• These attributes are impact ratings, reflecting the 
ads’ influence on behaviors. Behaviors follow 
perceptions. 

• Typically, we would expect to see impact ratings 
trail communication ratings. But in this case, 
ratings of both types of attributes are quite high. 
This indicates that the messaging is relevant to the 
market. 

3.90

3.91

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

visit the destination’s travel website

visit Mammoth Lakes for  a leisure tr ip

These ads make me want to…

Ratings Weakness
(bottom 15%)

Average Good
(top 25%)

Excellent
(top 10%)
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Ad Impact on Image
• The ads boosted image evaluations of 

Mammoth Lakes, particularly in terms of how 
easy it is to get there and its value.

Mammoth Lakes rated by those who didn’t say “Don’t Know” when 
asked to rate it as a leisure destination (n=324) Unaware Aware Diff

Is convenient to get to 3.0 3.5 0.5
Is a good weekend getaway destination 3.4 3.9 0.5
Is a good value for the money 3.4 3.9 0.5
Has beautiful natural scenery 3.9 4.3 0.5
Has activities that are easily accessible once you are there 3.5 4.0 0.5
Is serene and rejuvenating 3.6 4.0 0.4
Inspires adventure 3.7 4.1 0.4
Is a good place to re-energize and recharge 3.7 4.1 0.4
Is a fun place to visit 3.7 4.1 0.4
Is a good place to relax in peace and quiet 3.6 4.0 0.4
Has quality lodging options 3.6 4.0 0.4
Has a “small-town” feel 3.4 3.8 0.4
Has a good variety of restaurants 3.5 3.9 0.4
Is an upscale destination 3.5 3.9 0.4
Is unpretentious and real 3.5 3.9 0.4
Offers a wide variety of outdoor activities 3.7 4.1 0.4
A good place to indulge a passion for the great outdoors 3.7 4.1 0.4
Has an abundance of year-round activities 3.6 3.9 0.4
A place for outdoor adventurers 3.7 4.1 0.4
Has a great climate 3.6 3.9 0.4
Has an abundance of natural terrain 3.8 4.1 0.4
Is an exciting place to visit 3.6 4.0 0.4
Is a good place to go for skiing, snowboarding, and other snow sports 3.7 4.0 0.4
Is a good place for a family vacation 3.7 4.0 0.3
A place with friendly people 3.7 4.0 0.3
An outdoor “playground” 3.5 3.8 0.3
Is invigorating and charged 3.6 3.9 0.3
Is a rugged place 3.6 3.9 0.3
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Ad Impact on Visit Intent – Among all Travelers
• MLT’s winter advertising increases likelihood to visit 

Mammoth Lakes.

• No travelers unaware of the advertising say they are already 
planning a Mammoth Lakes trip, versus 4% of those aware 
of the advertising.

• 19% of unaware travelers say they are somewhat or very 
likely to visit, versus half of ad-aware travelers.

• This is a positive result that points to success of the 
campaign as advertising continues and wears in with 
consumers. 

50% some 
level of 
likelihood

4%3%

21%
16%

25%37%

27%

44%

23%

Unaware Aware

How likely are you to take a leisure trip to 
Mammoth Lakes in the next year?

Not at all likely

Not very likely

Somewhat likely

Very likely

Already planning a trip

19% some 
level of 
likelihood
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6%4%

24%22%

28%
43%

26%

30%

15%

Unaware Aware

Snow traveler likelihood to visit MLT in the next 
year

Not at all likely

Not very likely

Somewhat likely

Very likely

Already planning a trip

Ad Impact on Visit Intent – Among Snow Travelers

• MLT’s advertising doubles the share of Northeast snow 
travelers who express likelihood to visit – from 27% to 59%.

59% some 
level of 
likelihood

27% some 
level of 
likelihood
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Incremental Potential Trips
• SMARInsights typically calculates a single visit intent number using 100% of those already planning a trip, 80% of those very likely to visit, 

and 20% of those somewhat likely to visit. 

• Applying this calculation to unaware and aware likelihood points to a 20-point lift in visit intent from the Northeast market. 

Northeast 2020

Ad spending $245,820

HH population 6,938,731 

Awareness 32%

Aware HH 2,215,402 

Incremental intent 20%

6%

26%

Unaware Aware

How likely are you to take a leisure trip to 
Mammoth Lakes in the next year?
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Ad Impact on Net Promoter Score – All Travelers
• The ads generate a 63-point increase in the Mammoth Lakes NPS from Northeast market travelers. 

• For context: in early 2015, when MLT’s ads had been running for about a year in the California and Nevada markets, the unaware NPS there 
was -43 and the ads boosted it 46 points. 

69%

30%

24%

39%

7%

31%

Unaware

Aware

Net Promoter Score Detractors Passives Promoters
NPS

+1

-62

How likely are you to recommend Mammoth Lakes to your friends or family as a destination to visit for a leisure trip? 
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Ad Impact on Net Promoter Score – Snow Travelers
• The ads generate a 60-point increase in the Mammoth Lakes NPS from Northeast market snow travelers. 

• It is a positive finding that, even among those unaware of MLT advertising, the Net Promoter Score among snow travelers is higher than it is 
among travelers overall. The advertising lifts NPS by a similar margin among travelers overall and among snow travelers. 

NPS

+17

-43

How likely are you to recommend Mammoth Lakes to your friends or family as a destination to visit for a leisure trip? 

55%

24%

33%

35%

12%

41%

Unaware

Aware

Net Promoter Score - snow travelers Detractors Passives Promoters
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Methodology

• The SMARInsights methodology for measuring advertising effectiveness 
relies on respondents viewing the actual ads. With this methodology, an 
email with the survey link is sent to a qualified list of potential participants 
and they are asked to complete the survey.

• SMARInsights conducts online research routinely and works with a number 
of survey vendors who have large national online panels that are 
demographically representative of the population. Because we use a 
national online panel to purchase the sample, the results can be projected 
to the populations of the areas surveyed.  

• An online survey was conducted with outdoor travelers in California, 
Nevada, Denver, and the Northeast, with the sample sizes as shown below 
right.

• Whereas in prior research quotas were set by DMA within California and 
Nevada, this research let surveys fall out naturally by population. A 
separate quota was set for Denver. 

• Data was weighted to be representative of the population. 
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Definitions

Traveling household
• Households that typically take at least one overnight leisure trip 

per year

Outdoor travelers
• Traveling households that:

• enjoy passive or active outdoor activities and/or 
• enjoy being outdoors in nature

• Population used as the base for this research

Snow travelers
• Outdoor travelers who take snow vacations and tend to be more 

active outdoors
• Roughly half of outdoor travelers in the targeted geographies are 

snow travelers

Non-snow travelers
• Outdoor travelers who do not typically take snow vacations

Winter 2019-20 Surveys
Confidence 

interval at 95% 
confidence level

California + Nevada 648 3.85%
Denver 200 6.93%
Northeast 756 3.57%
Total 1,604 2.45%



5% 10%

34%

43%

43%

34%

12%
9%

7% 4%

Unaware Aware

How likely are you to visit Mammoth Lakes in the 
next year?

Not at all likely

Not very likely

Somewhat likely

Very likely

Already planning a trip

Visit Intent Calculation

• The visit intent algorithm is one 
that SMARInsights has developed 
from years of destination research 
comparing intent to subsequent 
actual travel. 

• Visit intent is calculated as:
• 100% of those already 

planning a trip, plus
• 80% of those very likely, plus
• 20% of those somewhat likely 

to visit

X 20% = 7%

X 80% = 34%

X 100% = 10%

7%
34%

+10%
51%

Visit intent among 
ad-aware travelers
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Awareness of MLT winter advertising is growing 
among snow and non-snow travelers. 

• MLT’s target audience for its year-round messaging is outdoor travelers. Winter creative has a particular focus on snow travelers.

• Winter ads reach a higher share of snow travelers than non-snow travelers. Year over year, awareness among both populations declined, 
consistent with lower ad spending.
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44%
50%

59%

40%

22%
27%

33%
26%

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

Winter ad recall

Snow travelers Non-snow travelers
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The ads are awesome at 
communicating winter assets 
to snow travelers.
• Snow travelers rate the ads in the top 1% of ads SMARInsights 

has tested for communicating an awe-inspiring winter 
experience and showcasing the destination as a great place to 
enjoy the outdoors, as well as for building interest in a visit.

*Creative rating benchmarks based on all domestic destination advertising SMARInsights has tested; over 100,000 cases from over 100 leisure ad campaigns 
including destinations such as Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. Shown are mean scores on a 5-point scale where 1=not at all and 5=very much.
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In 2017-18, was “…epic winter experience”.

CA + NV Snow travelers

4.5

4.2

4.5

2.5 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.0

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

Communicate that Mammoth Lakes offers an awe-inspiring winter 
experience

Weakness
(bottom 15%)

Average Good
(top 25%)

Excellent
(top 10%)

Awesome
(top 1%)

4.5

4.2

4.6

2.5 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.0

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

Showcase Mammoth Lakes as a great place to enjoy the outdoors and 
nature in winter

4.3

4.1

4.4

2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00

Winter 2017-18

Winter 2018-19

Winter 2019-20

Make me interested in visiting Mammoth Lakes for a leisure trip
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Among snow travelers, more than half of those who recall 
the ads intend to visit Mammoth Lakes in the coming year. 

• The ads generate a lift in visit intent among snow travelers and non-snow travelers, although less of a lift than last winter. 

• Baseline (unaware) visit intent is higher among both snow travelers and non-snow. This points to the destination’s broad 
appeal and suggests that post-recovery travel demand for Mammoth Lakes’ natural outdoor beauty could be heavy. 

CA + NV Snow travelers

33%

15%

51%

32%

56%

37%

59%

39%

Snow traveler Non-snow traveler Snow traveler Non-snow traveler

2018-19 2019-20

Likelihood to visit Mammoth Lakes by type of traveler

Unaware Aware



Ads are associated with higher winter visitation.

• The winter ads generated winter visits. 

• Among snow travelers, recent winter visitation is in line with prior years, while aware visitation is higher. The ads are continuing to build 
interest and influence visitation, even though they reached fewer travelers this winter. 
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8% 9%
6% 7%

13%
16%

14%

20%

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20

Snow Traveler Winter Visits by Ad Awareness

Unaware Aware

CA + NV Snow travelers
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Awareness of Individual Winter Ads
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17%

14% 13% 13%
12% 11% 11% 11%

10% 9%
10%

8%
7% 8% 7%

13%

7%
9%

10%

Social CA+NV Digital CA+NV Above Average
video

Social San Fran Maladies - The
Mondays

No Small
Backyard video

Get Lost video No Small
Adventure video

Maladies - Uphill
Battles

Maladies -
Morning

Commute

Digital Denver

CA + NV Denver



CA + NV Snow Traveler Demographics
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Winter 2018-19 Winter 2019-20

Snow traveler Non-snow Snow traveler Non-snow

18-34 41% 21% 39% 22%

35-54 37% 31% 36% 32%

55+ 22% 48% 25% 47%

Married 53% 53% 52% 53%

Single/Never married 33% 29% 39% 32%

High school or less 9% 11% 5% 9%

Some college/technical school 25% 28% 22% 25%

College graduate 46% 37% 52% 47%

Post-graduate degree 20% 24% 20% 19%

Kids in HH 35% 20% 34% 24%

Under $75K 47% 49% 42% 52%

$75-$149K 35% 35% 40% 37%

$150-$299K 14% 13% 16% 10%

$300K+ 4% 3% 2% 2%



Northeast Markets – Competitive Landscape

• A very small share of 
travelers had visited 
Mammoth Lakes, but 
those who had give it 
very high ratings. 

• These results should be 
viewed with care, as only 
19 respondents rated 
Mammoth Lakes, versus 
nearly 300 who rated 
Vermont/New 
Hampshire/Maine. 

• But the data suggest, 
directionally, that 
advertising can be used 
to answer the lack of 
information that many 
travelers have about 
Mammoth Lakes. 

Destinations rated by those who 
visited in the past 3 years 
(Base is all travelers, not just snow people)

Mammoth 
Lakes

Lake Tahoe 
destination

Colorado 
resort 

destination

Park City, 
UT

Wyoming/
Montana 

resort 
destination

Alta/ 
Snowbird/ 
Brighton/ 
Solitude,   

UT

Vermont/ 
New 

Hampshire/
Maine 
resort

Taos, NM Canadian 
resort

European 
resort

An outdoor “playground” 4.3 3.9 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.6 4.2 3.7 3.8 3.6
A place for outdoor adventurers 4.5 4.0 4.4 4.2 4.2 3.7 4.4 3.8 4.0 3.8
A good place to indulge a passion for the great outdoors 4.5 4.0 4.4 4.3 4.1 3.7 4.4 3.8 3.8 4.0
Offers a wide variety of outdoor activities 4.5 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.5 4.4 4.0 3.9 3.9
Has a “small-town” feel 4.2 3.5 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.5 4.4 3.4 3.5 3.5
Is invigorating and charged 4.3 3.8 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.6 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.7
Is a good place to re-energize and recharge 4.4 3.9 4.1 4.2 3.9 3.7 4.2 3.7 3.9 3.8
Is serene and rejuvenating 4.2 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.5 4.2 3.9 3.9 3.9
Is a good place to relax in peace and quiet 4.2 3.9 4.2 4.0 4.1 3.7 4.3 3.8 3.8 3.9
A place with friendly people 4.4 3.8 4.1 4.2 3.9 3.5 4.3 3.6 4.0 3.9
Is unpretentious and real 4.2 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.8 4.3 3.8 3.7 3.5
Has beautiful natural scenery 4.6 4.3 4.5 4.2 4.4 3.7 4.5 4.1 4.1 4.1
Has an abundance of natural terrain 4.4 4.1 4.4 4.2 4.1 3.7 4.4 4.0 4.0 3.9
Inspires adventure 4.5 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.1 3.6 4.2 3.8 3.9 3.9
Is a rugged place 3.9 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.5 3.4
Is a fun place to visit 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.2 3.9 3.7 4.3 3.8 3.9 4.0
Is an exciting place to visit 4.5 4.0 4.3 4.0 4.1 3.5 4.1 3.7 4.0 4.0
Is convenient to get to 3.9 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.2 4.2 3.2 3.4 2.6
Has a great climate 4.3 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.5 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.7
Is a good place for a family vacation 4.4 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.7 4.4 3.9 4.0 3.7
Is a good value for the money 4.4 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.4 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.5
Has quality lodging options 4.2 4.0 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.5 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.0
Is a good value 4.4 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 4.1 3.4 3.8 3.5
Has a good variety of restaurants 4.3 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.9
Has activities that are easily accessible once you are there 4.3 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.5 4.1 3.8 3.9 3.8
Is an upscale destination 4.2 3.7 4.1 3.9 3.8 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.9
Has an abundance of year-round activities 4.3 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.2 4.2 3.5 3.8 3.9
Is a good weekend getaway destination 4.3 3.5 3.8 3.7 3.3 3.4 4.4 3.4 3.6 2.9
Is a good place to go for skiing, snowboarding, and other 
snow sports 4.3 4.0 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.8 4.4 3.7 4.0 3.9
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